
Product Specifications
 The AIP can be adapted to test a standard USB 

device in Synopsys Magellan Formal Verification 
environment

 Supports PING Protocol
 Supports SPLIT transactions
 It can work with either 8-bit or 16-bit standard USB 

devices

Factsheet
USB 2.0 OVA – SI20USBOVA20
SIUSB20OVA10

Product Highlights
Fully compliant with the Universal Serial Bus 

Rev.2.0 specification. It accurately verifies the 
USB 2.0 protocol

The Checker AIP follows the OpenVera
unified flow for formal tools

The assertions are checked with the Universal 
Transceiver Macrocell Interface on the UTM  
side

The assertions are checked with the Generic 
Microcontroller Interface on Microcontroller 
side

Provides monitoring of signals and data in 
transmit and receive directions

Provides various error notifications based on the 
part of the protocol that gets violated such as 
PID and CRC errors

Supports Host, Hub and Device properties

Full programmability and versatility of the AIP 
allows connection to any standard USB device

Categorization of templates such as Host, Hub, 
Device, HostHubDevice, UTMI and UTMI16 
allows selective turning ON and OFF of features 
while  testing 

The IP monitors the various transactions and 
their sequences

Provides transmit and receive sequencing error 
notification

Provides monitoring of signals and timings for 
reset, suspend and remote wake-up from the 
Host side

Provides monitoring of the Low speed, Full 
speed and High speed ports for all types of 
packets, fields,  transactions and transfers

The checker IP incorporates layered approach

USB 2.0 Function Controller Checker OVA IP is 

fully documented, off the shelf component for 

the Developers of the USB 2.0 compliant Function 

Controller.

USB 2.0 OpenVera Assertions based Checker IP 

provides a concise, declarative mechanism to code 

the specification of sequences of events and 

activities of USB 2.0 Bus Protocol.

USB 2.0 OVA protocol rule Checker can work in a 

standalone mode i.e., can be plugged in any design 
verification environment, which uses the standard 
Protocol without disturbing the structure.

USB 2.0 OVA AIP Checker is developed using the 
abstraction in OVA syntax that is used in dynamic 
simulation of USB 2.0 based design.

OpenVera Assertions (OVA) provide fast and  
accurate way to simplify and speed up the device 
verification task. In a complex design process,   
verification may take up to 70% of the 

development time. OVA Checker AIP speeds up 
the verification process, thereby optimizing cost 

and time to market.

USB 2.0 Function Controller 
OVA Checker AIP
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USB Block Schematic:

Block Diagram Description:

The USB 2.0 Function Controller connects to USB bus through the UTM Interface. The transactions on the bus are 
supplied to the Function Controller through the UTMI. The Function Controller controls the 8-bit parallel 
interface to the UTM and these are converted into serial transactions by the UTM. The OVA Function Controller 
Checker IP resides on the UTM Interface and the Microcontroller interface. It monitors the interface and provides 
the assertions for certain rules which USB Function Controller must obey. Thus, just by looking for success or 
failure of  the assertions we can verify  that the particular Function Controller is USB compliant or not.

Layered Approach: 
A layered approach has been implemented in USB 2.0 OVA model to create a verification 
environment that allows sophisticated test scenarios.

Layer 0: Logic and Events definitions - Booleans, events and variable definitions that are 
common to all USB 2.0 compliant devices are specified here.

Layer 1: Individual templates for each of the Property corresponding to USB device are located 
in this layer.

Layer 2: The common template from Layer 0 and individual templates from Layer 1 are 
instantiated here.

Layer 3: This layer contains the ‘bind’ constructs meant for the OVA AIP Units and customized 
OVA AIP Header declarations.
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Silicon Interfaces is the world’s answer to integrated 
solutions for Design Services needs for SOC, ASIC & 
FPGA for Wireless, Cable & Optical Networking, 
Fiber Channel & Inter-connect, Data Communications 
and Storage. Silicon Interfaces is operating since 1990 
primarily in USA, Europe and Pacific Rim.

Notice: Information in this document is indicative. Product specifications 
are subject to change without notice. Silicon Interfaces shall not be 
responsible for direct, indirect or consequential damages that may accrue 
through typographical errors or otherwise. No license, expressed or 
implied to any intellectual property rights is granted by this document. 
Product names mentioned herein may be trademarks and/or registered 
trademarks of their respective owners. Rights are hereby acknowledged.

Contact:
Email: info@siliconinterfaces.com 
Phone: (+91-22) 2491 3024; Fax: (+91-22) 2498 1379 
In USA: (+1-408) 866 2458; Fax: (+1-408) 866 6586
In UK: (+44-20) 8543 4436; Fax: (+44-20) 8544 1311

Silicon Interfaces
a software and vlsi design center


